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ABSTRACT 
Are you sure your doctor has diagnosed you correctly? Di-

agnosis in the medical domain by humans is difficult be-

cause of our limited capabilities. Any human has limited 

cognitive abilities. As a doctor this poses the possibility 

that patients cannot be diagnosed, or may be diagnosed 

falsely. Cognitive systems such as IBM Watson expand on 

these human cognitive abilities. Cognitive systems are able 

to reason over big data, and interpret this more effective 

than humans can. Cognitive systems such as Watson are 

able to process this and answer questions in natural lan-

guage. Current methods for relation extraction have shown 

to be incomplete [1], but crowd-sourcing can help obtain-

ing a complete ground truth [2]. In order to capture syno-

nym and negation relations in medical texts, we propose an 

experiment in order to find the best templates to find both 

synonyms and negations using crowdsourcing platforms. 
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CONTEXT 
Humans make choices based upon previous experiences 

and knowledge. This cognitive ability can in computer sci-

ence be translated into a cognitive system. Much like the 

human brain, such an artificial intelligence system requires 

data for training and evaluation purposes. Upon this data, a 

cognitive system can take decisions similar to the human 

brain. Many human behaviors such as speech and thoughts 

can already be imitated, and researchers are currently de-

veloping these intelligent systems all over the world [1]. 

IBM Research has developed such a cognitive sys-

tem named Watson. Watson is a cognitive computing sys-

tem that can process questions  in natural language (NLP) 

and propose the best answer it knows. In order to get to an 

answer, Watson is able to make difficult decisions that re-

quire large amounts of Big Data [2]. This data is required in 

the form of a ground truth, and allows Watson to be trained 

and evaluated [3]. 

Medical Annotations 
Cognitive systems such as Watson use natural language 

processing to process the input question of a user. Howev-

er, the answer is not constructed by such system, but it 

finds the best matching text or sentence in a large set of 

annotated data. In order to make a good decision which of 

two texts is a better answer, cognitive systems such as Wat-

son need to understand what is said in the text. This is es-

pecially important in the medical domain. Diagnosing the 

correct disease is vital for the system to work. The medical 

texts needed for this, need to be annotated up front to be 

interpretable by cognitive systems such as Watson. It has 

proven to be time and cost expensive for experts to anno-

tate this data. 

Natural language without any contextual infor-

mation such as speech is ambiguous [8]. Terms can have 

multiple meanings and without context they can be inter-

preted completely wrong. This is especially difficult for 

events, such as medical data. For instance, experts have 

little to disagree on if grass is green. On the other hand this 

is much more difficult for diagnosis of patients . One can be 

a hero from ones perspective, and be a villain from another. 

Crowdsourcing disagreement on these annotations can give 

valuable information. However, when annotated by experts, 

the annotations will be less perfect. This is mostly caused 

by over-generalization [4]. As a result of this, experts have 

a biased view on the medical data and cannot fully annotate 

the data. Their knowledge of medical terms is high, but 

they cannot annotate a text perfectly from all perspectives. 

Furthermore, current distant supervised methods  for rela-

tion extraction have shown to be incomplete [1]. Because 

of this, IBM is now using crowdsourcing for annotating 

medical texts as it is the best way for solving ambiguity in 

medical data [2]. 

Crowd-Watson 
Instead of experts annotating data, crowdsourcing is an 

alternative method of obtaining annotations. Crowdsourc-

ing is the concept of splitting the work in so called human 

intelligence tasks (HITs). These small tasks can then be 

performed by people from all around the world, possibly 

for a small payment. Because the pool of available people 

in the crowd is huge, annotation can be performed more 

quickly through crowdsourcing the tasks. In the medical 

domain, this is especially the case due to the limited availa-

bility of medical professionals. 

 Popular crowdsourcing platforms are Wikipedia, 

Yahoo!Answers and Kickstarter [6]. These platforms all 

have their own purpose, but have in common that a large 

amount of people contribute to small tasks on these web-

sites. There are also crowdsourcing platforms available 

where the crowd can perform small tasks for payment, such 

as CrowdFlower (CF) and Amazon Mechanical Turk 



(AMT). With the use of these crowdsourcing platforms, we 

can let the world annotate medical data for us. 

Creating tasks for users has proven to be a critical 

part for the success of gathering crowd data [6]. In order to 

manage these crowdsourcing tasks and form a ground truth 

of data, the crowd-Watson project has been established.  

The goal of the crowd-Watson project is to form a 

ground truth, or ‘crowd truth’, so that Watson can be 

trained and evaluated in the medical domain. The crowd-

Watson team uses the AMT and CF crowdsourcing plat-

forms to distribute small HITs that do not require any med-

ical knowledge. For annotations where medical knowledge 

is required, the Dr. Detective game on the Crowd-Watson 

platform has been developed. These tasks require the user, 

which is often called the worker, to annotate a passage of a 

medical diagnosis. These workers are paid a small fee for 

their work, in the range of a few dollar cents per task. 

The crowd-Watson project works with a frame-

work that can distribute small annotation tasks to either 

workers via crowdsourcing platforms, or to experts through 

their own platform. The crowd-Watson framework is a 

workflow that consists of pre-processing of the input, data 

collection, disagreement analytics and post-processing [3]. 

This is for the most part an automated process that  takes 

medical documents as input, and results in a ground truth in 

the form of concepts and their relations. The crowd-Watson 

framework distributes regular tasks to the general 

crowdsourcing platforms, while expert annotators use the 

crowd-Watson game ‘Dr. Detective’. This game  

The input data is simple medical text. In the pre-

processing, additional metadata can be automatically added 

such as the diagnosis of the patient. For adding annotations 

on forehand, the framework uses the UMLS vocabulary [3]. 

This vocabulary contains biomedical terminology and clas-

sifications. Pre-identifying annotations in the medical texts 

allows concepts and relations to be discovered automatical-

ly. However, due to the lack of contextual awareness, the 

UMLS parser has trouble with processing ambiguity in 

text. Nevertheless, the UMLS parser can be used as a 

method for comparing the crowdsourced annotations to the 

UMLS annotations. 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
In order to train Watson better, this research will focus on 

the synonym en negating relationships in sentences and 

terms from the medical domain. Synonyms are different 

terms that actually mean the same. For instance, ‘I feel 

sick’ and ‘I feel ill’ describe the same thing. Negations are 

texts that contradict each other. An example of this is ‘I feel 

good’ and ‘I feel sick’. However, it is also possible to have 

two situations where ‘high blood pressure’ is good in one 

case, but bad in the other. Detecting such contradictions in 

text is hard without the right context.  

Previous research on negations has shown that au-

tomated contradiction detection systems can classify up to 

99% of their disagreements as falsely. It is even estimated 

that web data consists of approximately 1.2% genuine con-

tradictions [9]. Detecting synonyms can be achieved by 

aligning ontologies  using distant supervision. This has 

however proven to only capture a fraction of the possible 

matches due to the limited knowledgebase [10]. Methods 

exist to improve the use of distant supervision in order to 

limit the number of false negative matches [11]. Also, the 

expansion of knowledge bases such as UMLS can improve 

the number of matches by 34% [12]. However, none of 

these methods completely annotate synonyms or negations 

perfectly. The use of crowdsourcing can be a solution to 

solving the ambiguity in medical texts and detect synonym 

and negations efficiently. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 
With the use of crowdsourcing, users are able to annotate 

the data for negating and synonym sentences much cheaper 

and quicker than experts . A serious game can enable the 

crowd to annotate this data more efficient. In order to give 

shape to such a serious game, the research question of this 

paper is:  

Can we define an efficient crowdsourcing scenario  

for identifying positive and negative synonym phrases in 

medical texts? 

 

Consequently, the following sub-questions need to be re-

searched in order to answer the research question: 

1. What gaming elements can help users perform more 

effectively? 

2. What disagreement metrics are necessary to measure 

the quality the crowd-sourcing results? 

METHODS 
The proposed research question requires several research 

methods in order to find the right answer. First, we look at 

how to catch both synonym and negation relations at the 

same time. Next, we need a scenario for capturing these 

relations via crowdsourcing, based on how to capture the 

relationships efficiently. After that, we need different gam-

ing elements that are appropriate for the scenario. Next, the 

gaming elements can be translated into templates for the 

Crowd-Watson platform. In order to compare these tem-

plates, we have to define metrics for measuring the perfor-

mance. The templates can then be compared with an exper-

iment, followed by an evaluation of the results. This ap-

proach will be further explained in the following para-

graphs. 

Overlap synonyms and negations 
In order to annotate synonyms and negations efficiently, 

the possibilities for extracting these relations must be re-

searched. It is likely that by capturing synonym relations, 

we can also use this to capture negations at the same time. 

This setup requires an appropriate scenario, which will be 

discussed in the next paragraph. 



Crowdsourcing scenario 
Based on the knowledge of how to capture synonym and 

negation relations efficiently, we can design a scenario. 

This scenario allows the annotation of both synonym and 

negation relation at once. This scenario needs to be extend-

ed with different gaming elements, of which the method 

will be proposed in the next paragraph. 

Gaming elements 
For the synonym and negation matching game to be effi-

cient, appropriate gaming elements are required. These 

elements can contribute to the repeatability of the game for 

workers. In return, this improves the focus and quality of 

the annotations. These gaming elements depend on the in-

put and whether the expected relation is a synonym or ne-

gation. By applying the gaming elements to different tem-

plates, we can measure with metrics which template per-

forms the best. The method for the template creation is fur-

ther described in the following paragraph. 

Templates 
Because of the different gaming elements and crowd-

sourcing platforms, we need to create different micro-task 

templates. In these templates, the worker for instance has to 

choose the relation between two highlighted terms. De-

pending on the template design, the quality of the annota-

tion by the worker, and the time and cost spend might be 

different. In an experiment, these templates can be opti-

mized in order to improve their efficiency and effective-

ness. This experiment can be measured with set metrics, 

which will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

Metrics 
In order to find the best settings for the crowdsourcing 

templates, metrics need to be described. Important factors 

can be the cost of obtaining an annotation. Also, the time it 

costs to obtain the annotation can be important. Further 

metrics that are important in synonym and negation annota-

tions need to be further researched. In the next paragraph 

the approach for the experiment is described. 

Experiment 
The different synonym and negation templates can be sent 

to AMT, CrowdFlower or the Crowd-Watson game. As 

HITs, these micro-tasks can be annotated by a different 

amount of workers. Also, the number of sentences per 

batch can influence the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

templates. The payment for each platform and template can 

also influence the performance. Because of this, the tem-

plates have to be tuned with an experiment in order find the 

best settings for each template, and the template perfor-

mance. After this, the results can be evaluated as is de-

scribed in the next paragraph. 

Evaluation 
Different gaming scenarios can alter the efficiency of the 

annotation process. After optimizing the templates in the 

experiment, the templates  can be evaluated for efficiency 

and effectiveness. The previously described metrics must 

be used to evaluate the templates. With this data, we can 

draw conclusions on the optimal templates for gathering 

synonym and negating relations in medical texts. 

PLANNING 
[undefined] 

Plan B 
[undefined] 

 

CONCLUSION 
[undefined] 
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